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0. INTRODUCTION 
Subdivision algorithms provide important techniques for the fast genera- 
tion of curves and surfaces. A continual smoothing (usually by a comer 
cutting procedure) of a given control polygon will lead in the limit to a 
desired visually smooth object. Many subdivision strategies have been pro- 
posed, for instance, by Chaikin [4], Catmull and Clark [3], Doo [5], Lane and 
Riesenfeld [9], and de Rham [ll, 121. However, it is often not clear what kind 
of curves and surfaces are produced by these procedures (Catmull and Clark 
[3], Doo [5]), though some thought has been given to this issue (Doo and 
Sabin [6], Riesenfeld [13]). Sometimes each iteration of a smoothing method 
can be viewed as a representation of the limiting curve or surface relative to a 
refined basis. For such refinemen t algorithms an analysis of the convergence 
properties of the algorithms is more likely to be possible. 
In this paper we consider uniform subdivision, i.e. smoothing methods 
that use at each iteration the same smoothing strategy. This investigation is 
inspired by algorithms for curve generation presented in [2, 3, 9, 121. We 
unify their essential structure within a family of smoothing methods, which 
allows for a systematic study of the limiting curves. We show that they are 
unifmly refinable, that is, scaled versions of the curves can be represented 
in terms of the original curve, a property clearly valid for curves modeled by 
polynomial components. Finally, we demonstrate the intimate relationship 
between smoothness of the limiting curve and the existence of polynomial 
components. These results were announced in [lo]. 
1. UNIFORM REFINEMENT 
Let {$l,...,$n} b e a set of real-valued functions. We say that they are 
uniformly refinable over the interval [0, l] with scale p E fV if there exist p 
(nXn)matrices Bi(i=O,...,p-1)suchthat 
~(~)=B,+(px-i), XE -yg ) 
[ 1 
(1.1) 
where + = [It/i,..., #,I T. We will call Jc a fundamental curve in R n associ- 
ated with the matrices B,, i = O,l,. . . , p - 1. Whenever the components of a 
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curve + are polynomials and span rj, j E B, then {#r,. . . , I),,} is certainly 
uniformly refinable. 
The refinement of a basis has its geometric counterpart in the refinement 
of a control polygon. Thus, let us form a curve in IWd by some linear 
combination of I,!J~, . . . , $,, say cT+, where c E (IWd)“. The vector c will be 
called the control polygon, and its components in Rd are referred to as 
control points. Visually, the control points are connected by line segments to 
form the control polygon. The control polygon then represents an initial 
representation of the shape of the desired smooth limiting curve cTJI. 
From (1.1) we have 
c’\t( LK) = CTBi$( pr - i)) (1.2) 
which means that 
i+l 
CTJI ;, - [’ I P =cTBi+[o,l] =(B,Tc)T+[O,l], (1.3) 
or, in other words, the control polygon B,% gives a representation of the 
curve segment cT+(x), x~[i/p,(i+l)/p], i=O,l,...,p-1. Therefore, 
the new control polygons B&, . . . , Bc_,c give a refined representation of the 
original curve determined by the vector c. 
These remarks indicate that a subdivision method (refining a control 
polygon) may be described either through how a fundamental curve + can be 
refined [through the matrices Bi and formula (l.l)] or through how the 
control polygon is refined [by means of the matrices BIT and formula (1.3)]. 
This suggests two approaches to an analysis of uniform refinement. One may 
consider the sequence of control polygons generated by iterated refinement 
and ask whether they converge to a curve and what the nature of the limiting 
curve will be. This approach is motivated by algorithms of de Casteljau [2], 
Chaikin [4], Lane and Riesenfeld [9, 131, and de Rham [ll, 121. In these 
cases, it is known that the sequence of control polygons converges. Recent 
convergence properties of this type are given in de Boor [l] and Goldman 
and De Rose [8]. The second approach is to investigate whether there is a 
solution to the refinement equations (1.1) and to analyze its properties 
directly. We will study both approaches in this paper. Although they are 
interrelated, the second one proves to be more useful to us. As we shall see, 
requiring that refined control polygons converge to a continuous curve 
restricts the form of the matrices Bi. Nevertheless, the refinement of a control 
polygon is a frequently used tool for curve generation, and when it converges, 
it provides a computational means for solving the refinement equation. 
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2. THE SUBDIVISION ALGORITHM AND ITS CONVERGENCE 
We consider a refinement algorithm given by p (n x n) matrices 
B BP-,. (),“‘, For our convenience we will call the transposed matrices 
A A,-, 0,“” respectively, that is, Ai = BiT, i = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1. Let \I/ : [0, 11 -j 
Iw ” be the corresponding fundamental curve, and assume that any sequence 
of refined control polygons converges to the curve it describes. This means 
that for any control polygon c E (IWd)” the curve of interest cr\CI is generated 
by the equation 
c’+(x)=f’lim A .‘.A,,c, XI f ER” withfTe=l, I-rm 
e:= [l,..., l]*, 
(2.1) 
where(x,,xa,...)EZF is a padic expansion of x E [O,l], i.e. 
x = E rip-‘. 
i=l 
(2.2) 
Given some n X n matrices A,, . . . , A,_ I, a main theme of this paper is 
to investigate whether the limits in (2.1) exist. Requiring convergence, in 
particular, means that all the limits lim, _ ~ A’, (i = 0,. . . , p - 1) exist and 
must be matrices with equal rows. From this we obtain the fact that the 
matrices A,,..., A,_, have only eigenvalues of moduli less than or equal to 
one, and one is the only eigenvalue of modulus one, which also must be 
simple. 
For most subdivision algorithms used in curve and surface design, the 
refined control polygon lies within the convex hull of the original control 
polygon. To insure this property in the case at hand means that the matrices 
A A,-, O,“‘, must be stochastic (i.e. have nonnegative entries with row sums 
one). Assuming that our matrices are in fact stochastic, we will give a 
necessary and sufficient condition on A,, . . . , A,_ I which insure that the 
limit in (2.1) exists. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, ,..., A,_, be p (n x n) stochastic matrices. The 
sequence A,( . . . A,,c converges to a multiple of the vector e = [l, . . , llT for 
all p-a& expansions (x,, x,,...) E Zr and for all control polygons c E R * if 
and only if there exists an integer k < 2”’ such that the product A,,, . . ’ A, 
possesses a positive column for all ( yl,. . . , yk) E Z “p. 
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Proof. First we will prove that the condition stated guarantees conver- 
gence. To this end, we consider a control polygon c E R” and a p-adic 
expansion (x,, xa,... ) E Z!;. For ease of exposition we introduce the notation 
c1 := A 
XI 
. . . A,,c (2.3) 
and observe that since A,, . . . , A,,_ 1 are stochastic, 
diamc’:= ,mlync’[j] - min c’[j] 
. . l<j<n 
< diamk’. (2.4) 
For the proof of this inequality we bound the jth component of c’ by 
< f: A,,[j,i]max&’ 
i=l 
= maxc’-1. 
Thus we conclude 
maxc* < maxc’-‘, 
and similarly 
mint’ 2 min&‘, 
which verifies (2.4). Now, we will show that there exists a number p c [0, 1) 
such that for all I EN 
diamc’+& < pdiamc’. (2.5) 
BY =smption J%~+$~,+, has a positive column, say AXltk. . . AX,+,1 ., j] 
>O, where j depends on (x~+~ ,..., x(+i). Let ai:= o~~(j,x[+~ ,..., xl+r)= 
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A 
I/+* 
..,A,,+,[i,j], i=l,..., n. Because AI,+k...AX,,I is a stochastic ma- 
trix, it follows that for all i = 1,. . , n 
&+‘[i] < qc’[j] +(1- CXi) maxc’=maxc’-fxi(maxc’-cl[j]) 
and hence 
maxc”+‘<ac’[j]+(l-o)maxc’, 
where “:=rnin{(~~(j,~~,...,~~)Ii~ {l,...,n}, (Y~,...~Y~)E~~)~ BY the 
same argument we obtain 
minck+‘>Lyc’[j]+(l-o)minc’. 
These last two inequalities prove (2.5) with p = 1 - (Y. Now, the sufficiency 
part of the theorem follows from (2.4) and (2.5). 
To prove the necessity of our condition we assume for some (x1,. . . , xk) E 
Z i with k = 2”’ that Ark. . . AxI has no positive column. We observe first 
that A,, . . . A,,[ -, j] > 0 implies AXlil . . ’ AXI[ ., j] > 0 and conclude from 
this fact that for all I < k, A,, . . . A,, has no positive column. 
Let 
a(A)[i,j] := 
i 
1 if A[i,j] > 0, 
0 if A[i, j] =0 
be the Signum matrix of some matrix A, and consider a( A,, . . . A,,), I = 
1 , . . . , k. Because A,, . . . A,,, 1= 1,. . . , k are n X n matrices without a posi- 
tive column, there are less than k different Signum matrices. Hence, there are 
numbers Y and p such that 0 < v < (L < k and 
4%“. -A,,)=u(A,/.A A -.A,,) x,41 X” 
Let A := A,*. . . A,_+, and B := A,“. . . A,,. Since A and B are stochastic 
matrices, we can conclude that 
a(B)=u(AB)=u(u(A)u(B)). 
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Therefore we also have 
a(B) = a(a(A)a(AB)) 
=4&3)= . . . 
= a(A’B), ZEN. 
Thus all the matrices A’B, 1 E N, have no positive column, and neither 
does D := lim, _ ~ A’B (we assume that liml,, A’B exists; otherwise the 
proof would already be finished). The only way for DC to be a multiple of the 
vector e= [l,..., l]r for all c is for the columns of D to be multiples of e. 
Therefore, since D is a stochastic matrix, at least one column is positive. This 
contradiction proves the result. n 
We offer some useful conditions which insure that the hypothesis of 
Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. For this we use the following terminology. Suppose 
C and R are subsets of {l,..., n }. We say C connects the rows of A in R, 
denoted by C + A -+ R, provided that for every i E R there is a j E C such 
that A[i, j] > 0. (This is a familiar notion; cf. [14].) 
It is easy to see that when R + A + S and S + B + T, where A and B 
are nonnegative matrices, then R --, BA ---f T, and conversely if R + BA + T, 
then there is an S such that R + A -+ S and S --j B + T. From these remarks 
easily follows 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Given ( yi, . . . , yk) E Z “p, the j th column of A,,, . . . Ayk 
is positive if and only if there exist sets 
C,= {j},Ci ,..., Ck-icCk= {l,...,n} 
such that 
C, ---f A y, -+ Cl-,, l=l,...,k. 
Proof. If such sets exist, then 
{j} ~A~~-)c~_~-~A~~~~-)c~_~-) ... +C1-)Ayl+ {I,...,n}, (2.6) 
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and so {j} +AY;..AYC + (I,. . . , n ). Conversely, we can assert that there 
exists C, such that 
{j} -+A,;..Aqp ,+Ck-l*AyX+ {l,...,n> 
and then inductively determine C,, . . . , C, satisfying (2.6). 
From this result we obtain the following corollaries. 
COROLLARV 2.3. Let A, ,..., A,_I be nonnegative n x n matrices such 
that for each i, 0 < i < p - 1 and each set R _C { 1,. . . , n} of consecutive 
integers where IR\ := (cardinality of R) > 1 there exists a set of consecutive 
integers C such that C --) A,, -j R and (C[ < (RI. Then there exists a k < n 
such that for any ( yl,. . . , yk) E Z s, A,,, . . . A yk has a positive column. 
Proof. For every ( y,, . . . , y,) E Zi there is an integer m < n such that 
there are sets of consecutive integers such that 
{j} -+Ay,_,,-+C2+ ... -+C, _,,, -+AY,-+ {l,...,n}. (2.7) 
The “chain” in (2.7) is created by starting with the set { 1,. . . , n) and 
successively applying the hypothesis until termination at a singleton occurs. 
The integer m clearly depends on y,, . . . , y,,. We choose the smallest m that 
occurs in this procedure, and the integer k = n - m provides the conclusion 
of the corollary. n 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose A,, . . . , A,_ 1 are stochastic matrices such that 
for each matrix A,, 0 < 1~ p - 1, 
A,[i,i]A,[i+l,i] >O, i=l,...,n-1, 
or 
A,[i-l,i]A,[i,i] >O, i = 2,..., n. 
Then the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. 
REMARK. Corollary 2.4 is only one of many circumstances in which the 
hypothesis of Theorem 2.1 is satisfied. For instance, if there exist consecutive 
integers I,. . . , m, m-Z<n-1, such that Aj[i,l+r]>O for all j=O ,..., 
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p - 1, all r = 0, 1,. . . , m - 1 and all i with k, < i < k,,,, where k, < . . . < 
k,-l+l are integers with k,=l and km_l+l= n, then Theorem 2.1 is 
applicable. In particular, in Corollary 2.4, either 1 = 1, m = n - 1 or I= 2, 
m=nwith k,=i+l, i=O,Z ,..., n-l. 
3. THE LIMITING CURVE 
Given p matrices A,,. . ., A,_r such that A,, . . . A,, converges for all 
p-adic expansions (x ,, x2, . . . ) E 6: to a matrix of equal rows, we define a 
function q : B F + Iw n through the equation 
fT lim A,;..A,,=n(rr,ra ,...) forall f EIW” with fTe = 1, (3.1) 
l-+m 
i.e., m(x,, xs,... ) equals the rows of lim 1 _ o. AxI. . . A,,. For our later use, we 
observe that 
[+,,x,,... )] T = [trnW BX, . . . BX,f. (3.2) 
Notice that the matrices in (3.2) appear in opposite order to those in (3.1). 
Next, we wish to introduce a fundamental curve by JI : [0, l] -+ Iw ’ by 
associating with any x E [0, l] its p-adic expansion and setting 
(3.3) 
where x = CT= r p -ixi and f Te = 1. For this definition to be meaningful we 
must resolve any ambiguities at points with more than one p-adic expansion. 
To this end, we establish 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the limit for all p-adic expansions 
(x1, x2,...) E HP m in(3.3)exist, andlet fi: =limr,,B!f, i=O ,..., p-l. A 
function J/ : [0, l] + W” can be defined by (3.3) if and only if B,f, = Bj_ ,f p_ r 
foraZZj=l,...,p-1. 
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REMARK. It is worth emphasizing here that f; is an eigenvector of B, 
corresponding to the eigenvalue one, that B,f i = f,, and that 
fi=\l, A- 
i . i p-l . 
Because of the remarks following (2.2) the eigenvectors f,, . . ,f pi I are 
uniquely defined up to a constant. If the matrices A,, . . . , A, i are stochas- 
tic, then the components of each f,, . . , f ~~, must sum to one. 
Proof. The real numbers x=~~~~x,~-‘, (x,,x,,...)~Zp, which do 
not have a unique p-adic expansion are those having two terminating p-adic 
expansions of the form (xi ,..., x!,j,O,O ,... ), l<j<p-1, or (xi ,..., x!, 
j-l,p-l,p-l,... ).Th us a function can be defined by (3.3) if and only if 
forall(x,,...,x,)EBL, ZEN, theequation 
lim I?~, . . . Bx,BjB,kf = k@m Bx, . . . B,,Bj~ 1Bi__ If (3.4) 
k+io 
holds. This is equivalent to 
B,, ... Bz,Bjfo=B,,- Br,Bj-lfp-l, (~~,...,X~k~:, 
or 
B,f, = Bj~if,~,, (3.5) 
which proves the result. n 
The compatibility conditions in Theorem 3.1 have a strong consequence. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume we have p (n x n) stochastic matrices 
A A,4 O,“‘, such that all knits in (2.1) exist and such that for the 
transposed matrices the equations Bjf, = Bj_ ,f,_ I (j = 1,. . . , p - 1) hold. 
Then the fundamental curve $ : [0, l] + R * defined by the association 
C~zo,,p~‘xi c* lim,,, * B , . . . BXlf is continuous, and this curve is indepen- 
dentof f ER” with fTe=l. 
Proof. We will show that 4 is left side continuous. An analogous 
argument proves that $ is also right continuous. Trivially $ is left side 
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continuous at zero. Therefore it is sufficient to consider some number 
t E (0, l] and its padic expansion which does not terminate with zero digits. 
We will call this expansion (ti, t,, . . . ). Let c be in Iw n. Since the assumptions 
of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, we can conclude from (2.5) that for any E > 0 
there is an L E N such that 
maxc’ - mint’ < E, l>L. (3.6) 
Furthermore, from (2.4), we know that 
mine’ < AX,,+L. . . AIL+tzL G maxcL (3.7) 
for all (xL+i,...,x L+k)~Zi, kEN. Let a:=Cfx-,,tip-’ and b:=a+p- 
=a+Crn ,_L+l(p - 1)~~‘. Then we obtain from (3.7) for any x E [a, b] that 
min&+(r) < &/J(X) d maxcL. Because of (3.6) and the fact that t E (a, b], 
cT+ is left-side continuous at t. Since t and the control polygon c were 
arbitrary, J, is left-side continuous over [0, 11. n 
It is easy to check that a function \1, defined by (2.1) or (3.3) satisfies the 
refinement equations (1.1). In the sequel, we will consider these equations in 
detail and study the questions of existence, uniqueness, and smoothness of 
solutions. 
4. THE REFINEMENT EQUATIONS 
Let $,..., BP_, be some rr x n matrices and \cI: [0, l] + Iw” a solution to 
the refinement equations (1.1). Then 4 is essentially defined by its value at 
any point y E [0, 11. To see this, we first observe that through successive 
applications of the refinement equations we obtain 
LEMMA 4.1. Let x E [0, l] have the p-a&c expurhsion (x1, x2,. . .), and 
x^ E [0, I] the p-adic expansion (xl+ i, XI+ a,. . . ). Then the equation 
44x>= 4,. . . q@) 
holds. 
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From this lemma follows 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let Ic, and @:[O,l] -+I%” he two continuous solutions 
of the refinement equations (1.1) where G(y) = +(y) for some y E [O,l]. 
Then 
44x>= ,l&tmmBxI . ..B.,~J(Y), (4.1) 
where 
x = f xip-‘, 
i=l 
and 
Furthermore, Corollary 4.2 also shows how one can determine the dimen- 
sion of the linear space \k := {c’# (c E R n } of all functions defined by a 
control polygon and the given subdivision method; namely, we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let S be the smallest common invariant subspace of 
B %-I “,“‘, that contuins the vector q(y) for some y E [0, 11. Then 
Proof. According to the refinement equation, the span of the fundamen- 
tal curve is a common invariant subspace of B,, . . . , B, _ 1. By Corollary 4.1, if 
S is any invariant subspace containing +(y), it contains the fundamental 
curve. Thus S = span{+(r) 1 x E [0, 11). S’ mce the dimension of the linear 
span of any curve + in R” is dim{cT+ ]c E R”}, the result follows. n 
We have already pointed out that any curve which is generated by the 
subdivision procedure (2.1) or (3.3) satisfies the functional equation. We give 
a partial converse to this result in 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let + : [0, l] + R n be a continuous curve satisfying the 
functional equation such that eT#(x) = 1, x E [O,l], and dim{& (c E R” ] 
= n. Then the subdivision procedure (2.1) or (3.3) converges to q(x). 
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Proof. From Equation (4.1) it follows that 
lim B%, .* 
l-+00 
. Bx$ = JI(x)e’f 
for all vectors f E span{ #(y) ) y E [0, l]), which proves (3.1) and (2.1). 
853 
(4.2) 
n 
5. CONTINUITY AND DIFFERENTIABILITY 
First we wiIl describe conditions which insure that there exists a continu- 
ous solution to the refinement equations (1.1). 
THEOREM 5.1. There is a continuous nontrivial solution + : [0, l] + Iw” 
for the refinement equations (1.1) if and only ifi 
(a) There are eigenuectors f i (i = 0,. . . , p - 1) such that Bifi = f i and 
Bj_rfp_r= Bifo, j=l,..., p-l. 
LetD:= {B,I...B,,f,((r,,..., x1) E Z’p, I EN}, and S be the span ofD. 
Suppose 11. I( is any norm on 173 “. Then there is a common invariant subs-pace 
S’ of B,,..., B, _ 1 with the following properties: 
(b) Given any a, 0 -C a: -C 1, there exists a positive integer L such that 
IIB,, . . . Bx,vjj < aI]vIJ for all v E S’ and (x,,..., xt) E Zb. 
(c) s = S%spanfo. 
(d) fi - f, E S’. 
REMARK. Observe that D = span{ q(x) ] r E [O, 11) and in addition D 
spans the minimal common invariant subspace of B,, . . . , BP _ 1 that contains 
fa. Also, as we will see later, (c) and (d) are equivalent to the fact that all 
constant functions n, are contained in ($4 Ic E BB” }; cf. Theorem 7.3. 
Proof. We begin the proof by showing (a)-(d) follow when the refine- 
ment equation has a nontrivial continuous solution. For this purpose, let 
fi:= + z 
i . i p-l . 
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Then (a) follows from Lemma 4.1, Corollary 4.1, and Theorem 3.1 because of 
the equation 
44x) = ,cmmR, . . . %,+(Y), x=(x,,x, )... ). 
Therefore any nontrivial continuous solution of the refinement 
everywhere nonvanishing, in particular, at i/( p - l), and so 
O,l)...) p-l. 
(5.1) 
equation is 
f, f 0, i = 
In order to prove (b) through (d) we introduce the set D’ := {G(x) - 
$(y)lr,y~[O,l]} and set S’:=spanD i. Invoking Lemma 4.1, we see that 
S’ is a common invariant subspace of B,, . . , BP_ I. Now, to prove (b) we 
observe the following facts. Let E > 0, and choose a S > 0 such that 
vx,ye [OJI: IX-Yl<6 * ll4J(~)-44Y)ll- 
From Lemma 4.1 we obtain for all 2, y E [0, l] and all (xi,. . , xi.) E 72 b the 
equation 
k,. . . %,.Mx^) -- Ic(B)l = 44x1 - GY 1, 
where 
I, I, 
X= C xjp-jf p-‘$ and y= c xjpmj+pm”tj. 
j=l j=l 
Assuming that pezA < 6 gives Ix - y/ < 6 and so jIBx,, . . . Rx, [I/J(?) - +($)]]I 
-=c E.
Now, let {vi,. . . , vvl } c D’ be a basis of S’, and introduce the nonn 
/CP~V,[ := Cjvi/ on S’. Recall that since all norms on Iw ” are equivalent, there is 
a constant c such that 1. ( < ~(1. (1. W e d f e ine E := a/c and let L be as above. 
Then we compute the bounds 
which proves (b). 
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We will demonstrate that (c) holds by first observing that S’ c S = span D, 
and, because of (b), f 0 E S\S’. It remains to prove dim S 1 > dim S - 1. For 
thispurpose,chooseabasis{~~ ,..., u,,}cDforS’.Thenu,-u, ,..., u,,,- 
uc are linearly independent and contained in D’, which proves (c). Finally, 
by definition 
- q(O) E D’ c S’ 
and so (d) follows. 
For the converse we assume (a) through (d) are valid. We define q(O) := f 0, 
J/(I) := f,4 and at all other p-adic points (x =C:=rxjp-j, xl f 0) set 
4(X) := B%, . . . B,,f,, which by (a) equals Bx, . . . Bx,_ ,f,_ i. One easily veri- 
fies that + (at p-adic points) satisfies the refinement equations (1.1) and the 
conclusion of Lemma 4.1 remains valid for p-adic points. 
Next, we will prove that \I, is bounded. For this purpose, we observe that 
forall(x,,...,x,)EZF, m E k4 the following equation holds: 
Bx, . . . B,j, = Bx, . . . B,“,B, . . . $f, = BI, . . . B&, 
= P, . . . PkfO, 
where we set xi = 0, i > m, and Pi = B,, ,),,+ 1. * . Bx8,? i = 1,. . . , k. Therefore, 
we get 
k-l 
Bx, . . . Bx_fcl- f, = c p,. . . W,+,f, - fo>. 
I=0 
Thus (b) allows us to estimate the sum by M/(1 - cu), where M = max{ I(Byl 
. . + BYfo - f,ll ICyI,. . . , yL) E H$}. Hence ll$ll G M/Q - a)+ llf,l( as 
claimed. 
Now, we will show that Jc is uniformly continuous at padic points. To 
this end, we choose E > 0 and an integer k E N such that ok < .5/21\+11. Now, 
consider any two padic numbers X, y where lx - y J< p -Lk. Then their 
p-adic expansions are identical for the first kL digits. Thus, if we set 
x=(x1,x2 ,...) and y=(y,,y, ,... ), then xi=yi, I <i< kL. Let x^,f be 
the numbers which have the padic expansion ( xkL+ i, rkL+ s, . . . ) and 
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(Y kL+lpYkL+Z>... >9 respectively. Then by our definition of J/ on p-adic 
numbers there hold the inequalities 
which proves the uniform continuity of I/I at all p-adic points. Thus it can be 
extended to a continuous function over [0, l] that necessarily satisfies the 
refinement equations. This completes the proof. a 
Let $ : [0, l] + R n be a differentiable solution to the refinement equations 
(1.1). Then the derivative J/’ satisfies the refinement equations 
i=O ,..., p - 1. (5.2) 
This is again a refinement equation for the matrices pB,, i = 0, 1,. . . , p - 1. 
We will use this fact in combination with Theorem 5.1 to prove a condition 
on B,,..., B,_, equivalent to the existence of a d times differentiable 
function that satisfies (1.1). 
THEOREM 5.2. There is a d times continuously differentiable function 
+:[O,l] +iR” (where +(“),...,JICd) are not identically zero) solving the 
refinement equations (4.1) if and only if 
(a) There are eigenvectors fj*), i = 0,. . . , p - 1 and 6 = 0,. . . , d, such that 
p’B,f!‘)=fj’) andBjf&8)-Bj_,f~~1, j=l,,.., p-l. I 1 
Let D := { Bx, . . . B,,f, [(xl ,... , xl) E ZI, I EN}, S(O)= span D, and sup- 
pose 11. I( is any ruwm on R “. Then there are common invariant subspaces 
S(s-cl) (6 = 0,. .., d) of B, ,.,., B,_, such that: 
(b) Given any a, 0 < (Y < 1, there exists an integer L such that 
II( PSR,) . * . (#I?* )vlj -c CXJ~V~~ for a21 v E S (‘+l) and (x1 ,..., xl,) E Zb. 
(c) S’s’ = S’6+4)@spanf&8), S = O,l,..., d. 
(d) f ;“’ - fJ@ E S @+l), 6=0,1,..., d. 
’ (e) f!s) E f&‘) + - 
P--l 
f&s+1)+S@+2), S=O,l ,..I, d-l. 
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REMARK. As we will see later, (d) and (e) are equivalent to the fact that 
all polynomials of degree rd are contained in { ~~$1 c E R ” } ; cf. Theorem 7.3. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for d = 1, since the general 
case will follow from repeated applications of the remarks in the paragraph 
preceding Theorem 5.2. 
First, we assume the refinement equation has a differentiable solution +. 
Then J/’ satisfies the refinement equations (5.2), and from Theorem 5.1 we 
obtain common invariant subspaces S(O), S(l), V(O), and V(l) of B,, . . . , BP_ 1 
satisifying the conditions 
S(O)= span{Jl(x))x E [O,l]}, S”‘=span{+(r)-+(y) ~,~EtO,ll}, 
s(O) = s(l)@ spanf(O) 
0 ) 
and 
V(O)= span{J,‘(x)]n: E [O,l]}, 
V”‘=span{\lr’(~)-~‘(~)l~,yE [O,ll}, 
V(O) = V(r)@ spanfh’). 
Since 
span(N E tO,ll} = span{+(x) - +(y)(r, y E [O,l]} = S(l), (5.3) 
it follows that V(O) = S(l), and therefore, by setting Sc2) = V”), (a) through (d) 
are established. 
To prove (e) we express \I, as 
\t(r)=~(O)+xJ/‘(O)+d,(x), (5.4) 
where lim x ~ o(l/x)dz(x) = 0, which is a consequence of the fact that 
J, E C’[O, 11. In particular, for x = i/( p - 1) we get 
= f, + --Z--f,(j’+d, 
P-l 
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and from the refinement equations follows 
Thus comparing with (5.4) we get 
and so 
Furthermore, since f i - f, E S(r) and S”’ = SC”@ spanf j,“, we conclude from 
(5.5) that 
= vi + Aifhl) for some v, E S”’ and XI E Ill, 
Thus from (b) (for 8 = 1) we get Xi = 0 and so 
d, z 
i . i 
E S’2’. 
P-1 
Therefore, (5.5) implies (e). 
For the proof of the converse, we assume (a) through (e). Thus from 
Theorem 5.1 we know that there are two continuous functions 4 : [0, 11 + S”’ 
and x: [0, 11 --, S(l) solving the functional equations 
440) = f, 
and 
i i+l 
X(x)=pB,x(px-i), XE - - 
[ 1 P’ P ’ 
x(0) = f&l’. 
i=O,...,p-1, 
i=O >...> P-1, 
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As we have already pointed out, + maps into S(O) because of Corollary 4.2 
and the fact that S(O) is invariant under $, . . . , BP_ 1, and by the analogous 
argument x maps onto S (‘) We will show that + is differentiable and . 
J,’ = x. First we will prove that 
Jl(x) =f,+rf&r)+d,(r) (5.6) 
holds for some continuous function da such that da : [0, l] + Sc2). 
For the proof of (5.6) we observe that since + maps into So) and 
S(O) = span f a@ span f f)@ S (2), there are three functions X0, h r : [0, l] + R and 
dz: [0, l] --, SC’) such that 
q(x) = Xo(r)fo+ x,(x)f$“+d,(r). (5.7) 
These functions are continuous because of the uniqueness of the representa- 
tion (5.7). Specifically, choose c,v E W”, where crf, = vrfh’) = 1, c _L S(l), and 
v J_ 9’). Then it follows that 
X,(x) = v’+(x) - A,(x)Vrf,, 
and 
d,(x) = 44~) - h,(x)f, - &(x)f,$? 
which establishes the continuity of A,(r), h,(x), and d,(x). 
Furthermore, the planar curve h(x) = [X,(x), Xxx)] T satisfies the func- 
tional equation 
A(x)= [i;, l;p]x(Px-“). i=o,...,p-1, XE [;,?I. 
(5.8) 
with the initial condition 
X(O) = [A]. (5.9) 
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The latter claim (5.9) follows immediately from the defining equation (5.7). 
On the other hand, the proof of (5.8) makes use of the refinement equations 
(1.1) and assumptions (d) and (e), which give (for 6 = 0 and 6 = 1, respec- 
tively) 
= Bi( A,( px - i)f” + A,( px - i)f,$u +d,( px - i)) 
where s2 is some element in S c2) Simplifying further, we get . 
=h,(px-i)f,+ iX,(px-i)+ iAr(nx-i) f(!)r)+s,. 
i’ i 
Comparing this equation with (5.7) we see that (5.8) follows directly. Since 
obviously t.~( x) = [l, x]r is also a solution of (5.8) and (5.9) we can invoke 
Corollary 4.2 to conclude that X = p, thereby proving (5.6). 
Now, we are ready to show that the difference quotient 
qx, y) := J/(y) - Gx) 
y-x ’ 
y+x, X,YE [WI, 
approaches x(x) as y tends to r where x is fixed. For the proof let E be any 
small positive number. Because x is uniformly continuous in [0, I], there is a 
y > 0 such that (y - r( < y implies I+(y) - +(x)1 <s/2. 
According to (b) we can choose an integer L such that 1) pLBz, . . . Bs,yll 
c $lv/l for all (z,, . . . , zL) E Z i and all v E S(‘! Because d, is continuous, the 
set {I]&,, . . .B,,[d(x)-d(y)]((, r,y~[O,l], (z,,...,zz,)~ZL, l<L) is 
bounded by a number M. We then choose m E N such that 
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Now, let (y - x1 < min{ y, pemL} and define k >, mL by 
P -k-1 < ly - XI < p-k. 
We then distinguish two cases. 
(1) First we assume there are p-adic expansions (x1, xs, . . . ) and 
(yl, ys ,...) of r and y respectively with (xr )...) xk) =(yr)..., yk). Then 
follows from Lemma 4.1 that 
where 
m 
f= c p-ixi+k 
i=l 
and 
y= f p-iyi+k. 
i--l 
Therefore, using (5.6) we obtain 
i3(x,y)=pkBz1-*B,k (5.10) 
Now, recall that by construction ~(2) = pkB,, . . . B,,f&‘), where x^ = 
c:_ lxiP -i. So we get 
and because jx^--xl<y, l/(ij-X)<p, and k>rnL we can conclude 
l&x, Y) - x(x)1 < E* 
(2) Secondly we consider the case where (x1,x2,...) and (yr,y,,...) are 
p-adic expansions of x and y respectively with (x,, . . . , xk) # (yr,. . . , yk). 
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Without loss of generality we may assume x < y. Because p k ’ -c y - x < 
pdk, the number 
= := i x,p -i + p ok 
i=l 
has both (xi,..., xk,(p-l),(p-1) ,...) and (Y ,,..., Yk,0,6,...) as dyadic 
expansions, and case (1) can be applied to 6(x, Z) and S(Z, Y). Since 
z-x 
6(x, y) = yrqr> ,‘I + ESi:, Y), 
we also get 
which can be estimated as in case (1) by 
Thus we have shown that 
lim A(Y) - 4441 y-x y-x 
exists and equals x(x), which proves the theorem. 
6. SOME CONSEQUENCES 
In this section, we examine some consequences of Theorem 5.2. We will 
show that smooth solutions \c to the refinement equation (1.1) must have 
polynomial components. Specifically we establish the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 6.1. Let 4 be a solution of the refinement equations (1.1). 
We define \k = {c’\l, Jc ER”} and m := dim*. Zf + E C'[O,l], then it 
follows that VT, _C * provided that 1~ m, and otherwise T,,,, _ 1 = 9. 
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Proof. We conclude from the proof of Theorem 5.2 that J, has a Taylor 
expansion of the form 
aj+)=f,+xf$“+ ... +;f&‘)+dl+r(r), 
where dl+r:[O,l] + S (‘+I). Given constants pa,.. . , pl, there is a control 
polygoncER” suchthatcTf&‘)=6!ps, 6=0,1,...,1,andcisorthogonalto 
S(‘+l). This implies that cT+(x) = p, + p,x + . . . + prx’, which completes 
the proof. 
For the second claim, recall that dim S(O) = m. Thus we further conclude 
from Theorem 5.2 that dimV=m-l,...,dimS(“)=O, and thus f&“‘)= 
. . . = f,$*’ = d_ = 0. Therefore Jc must be the polynomial 
tn - 1 
f, + xf$)r’ + . . . + -- (; _ 1)! VP”. m 
There is, in fact, a stronger version of this corollary, which we describe 
next. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Suppose that there is a control polygon b E R” where 
br+ E Cd[O, l] and bTJl(‘) is not identically zero. Then ra 2 * = {cT+ Jc E 
lR*>. 
Proof. Let M:=span{bTB,,...B,I)TJ(xl,...,x,)EZIp, ZEN}. Note 
that, because of (1.3), all control polygons in A4 define a differentiable 
function; i.e., aT\I, E Cd[O, l] for all a E M. Furthermore, M is an invariant 
subspace of Bz, . . . , Bt_ 1. Therefore, a restriction of the refinement equations 
(1.1) to M can be considered. We state this observation as a lemma, since it 
will be used often. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let C be a come invariant subs-pace of BT, . . . , Bp’_ 1, and 
m its dimension. We introduce subs-pace coordinates in C by choosing an 
m x n matrix P of rank m and an n x m matrix Q whose range is C such that 
QPd = d, d E C. Furthermore, we define 8, = QTBiPT, i = 0,. . . , p - 1, and 
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introduce the curve 4 = Q’$. Then 4 is a fundamental curve in R 1)1 and 
satisfies the refinement equations 
i=O >..a> p- 1. (6.1) 
Proof. First of all we obtain from (1.1) that 
j(r) = QTBiJI( px - i) 
i i+l 
for x E - - 
[ 1 P’ P . (6.2) 
Since BTQ(R”) c C, we have QPBTQ = BFQ, or equivalently QTBi = 
QTBiPTQT. Hence, we get from (6.2) 
j(x) = QTBiPTQT+(px - i) 
= S,j( pr - i), 
which proves the lemma. n 
Returning to the proof of Corollary 6.2, we choose any P, Q as above in 
Lemma 6.3 relative to the invariant subspace M defined earlier. Also, let 
1= Pa; then 
ST4 = (QPa)'JI = arJl, a E M. 
Hence, in particular, 4 E C”[O, 11, since the range of Q is M. For the same 
reason $cd) # 0, since otherwise bT+(“) = 0, which would contradict the 
hypothesis. n 
REMARK. For subsequent application of Lemma 6.3 we always set 
P = Q’ and choose Q so that QQ T is the orthogonal projection of Iw ” onto C 
and Q’Q = I. In this case, we can see that the range of Q is a common 
invariant subspace of B&. , . , Bz_ 1 if and only if QQTBiQ = BTQ, i = 
0, 1, . . . ) p - 1. 
There are two interesting consequences of Corollary 6.2, namely, (i) if 
{ cT# Jc E R ” } contains at least one polynomial of exact degree d, then it also 
contains all polynomials up to degree d, and consequently (ii) under no 
circumstances does {cr$ ]c E W ” } contain a polynomial of exact degree n or 
higher, because the dimension of {c?J/ (c E Iw } cannot be higher than n. 
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7. POLYNOMIAL COMPONENTS 
In this section we further explore the theme of polynomial components in 
t*+’ ;lTP}. It is our goal to provide necessary and sufficient conditions on 
“7”‘) p_ i to insure that rrIi G { cTJ, Ic E R ” }. We accomplish this by a 
series of successively more general results. 
THEOREM 7.1. Thew exists a solution 4 : [0, l] --) IR” of the refinement 
equations (1.1) where the components of \t span TV_ 1 if and only if there 
arep(nXn)matricesUi(i=O,...,p-ljsuchthat 
i 
Bi= UiD,Ui-l and Vi= U,T, ___ ( i p-l ’ 
where 
and (T,(a)),i:= ( - a)i-j( ij, 
i,j=o ,...,n - 1. 
Proof. Let 
(3(r) := [1,x )...) xn-qT, 
and consider first the possibility that n,, _ r = { cr# 1 c E R ” } . Then there exists 
a nonsingular n x n matrix P such that +(x) = PB(r). Inserting this equa- 
tion into (1.1) when i = 0 yields the identity 
e(x) = B,PB(PX)> 
or equivalently 
B(r) = P-‘B,PB(px). 
From this we conclude that 
P-‘$P = D IIT 
866 
which means 
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B,P = PO,. 
This suggests setting 
q=PT, 2- 
i . i p-l ’ 
so that we have shown $ = U< ‘D,,U,. It remains to show that B, = Ui-‘D,,Ui 
for all i = 1 , . . . , p - 1. To this end, one verifies easily that p(x - a) = 
T(u#(x) for any real number a. Thus, in particular, we obtain 
Inserting this equation into (1.1) yields for all x E 63 
or equivalently, for all y E Iw, 
B(Y) = T’B,V,P(PY), 
which yields ~,-‘B,U, = D, thereby completing the proof of the necessity of 
the conditions on B,, . . . , BP _ 1. 
To prove the sufficiency of the theorem we will assume that the condi- 
tions on B,, . . . , B, _ 1 hold. Since 
we obtain by our assumption that 
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which simplifies to 
qT( fi)p(X)=BiqT( +)a(Pxwi)’ 
Letting +(x) := U&x) finally gives 
i i+1 
+(X)=Bi+(px-i), XE p,p > 
[ I i=o >*..,p-1, 
which completes the proof. 
REMARK. We observe that when the matrices satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 7.1 and er$ = 1, the subdivision scheme converges because of 
Corollary 4.3. 
Next, we will prove a stronger version of Theorem 7.1, namely, 
THEOREM 7.2. Assume that \I, : [0, l] + R” is a continuous solution of 
the rej%wment equations (1.1) where dim{cr\I, (c E Rn} = n. Then rrd_r c 
{cr+)cER”} ifandonZyiftherearep(dXd)mtricesV,,...,Vp_,andan 
n x d matrix Q of rank d such that 
QTBiQ = yD,vi- ‘, i=O,l ,...,p-1, 
QTBiQQTv = QTBiv, i=O,l )...) p-l, VER”l, 
and 
i=O,l ,...,p-1. 
(4 
6) 
(iii) 
Proof. Let C:= {c [CT+ E 7rd_r, c E R ” }. Obviously C is a linear sub- 
space whose dimension equals d; otherwise, there would be two different 
control polygons a and b where aTJ/ = bTJ/, and this would contradict the 
assumption that dim{cr+ Ic E W ” } = n. Also, C is a common invariant sub- 
space of Bl, . . . , BP’_ 1 because of (1.3). Therefore, WC can use the remark 
following Lemma 6.3 and obtain a fundamental curve + = QT$ on Rd which 
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satisfies the functional equation (1.1) for the matrices 8, = Q’B,Q, i = 
0, 1,. . . ) p-l. Also, since span{br\Cl(bERd} =span{(Qb)r$(bERn} = 
dim{cr+ (c E C} = TV_ r, we can apply Theorem 7.1 (for n = d) and obtain p 
(dxd)matricesy, i=O ,..., p-Lsuchthat 
ii = V, DdvIel and 
This gives us equations (i) and (iii); Equation (ii) comes from the fact that C 
is a common invariant subspace of B,r, i = 0, 1,. . . , p - 1. 
The converse is also a consequence of Theorem 7.1, and the reasoning is 
as follows: Using (i) and (in), we conclude from Theorem 7.1 that the 
functional equation (1.1) corresponding to the matrices B, = Q’BiQ, i = 
O,l,..., p - 1, has a solution + in lRd which spans rd_ r. However, by (ii), 
Q’J, also solves the same functional equation, as was shown in Lemma 6.3. 
We conclude from (i) that Q’B& has only one eigenvector corresponding to 
eigenvalue one. Therefore, since 4(O) f 0 and I!(O) # 0, we conclude by 
Corollary 4.2 that there is a A E R\(O) such that QT4 = X4. Therefore it 
follows that P~~_, c span{eT+ ic E R”}, which finishes the proof. n 
Finally, we wiil present the most general version of Theorem 7.1 avail- 
able. 
THEOREM 7.3. Assume that +:[O,l] +lR n is a nontrivial solution of the 
refinement equations (1.1). Let S := span +[O, I] be the smallest comwn 
invariant subspace of B,, . . . , BP _ 1 containing 4(O), and set m = dim S. Then 
rd_r c (cT+ Ic E R”} if and only if there are p (d x d) matrices Vi, i = 
0 , . . . , p - 1, and an n X d matrix Q of rank d such that Equations (i)-(iii) of 
Theorem 7.2 hold, but (ii) for v E S only, and range Q c S. 
Proof. Let us first show that (i)-(iv) imply that the span of the funda- 
mental curve + contains vd _ r. Use the same argument employed in Theorem 
7.2 to obtain a fundamental curve I$ in R” whose span contains rd_ 1 such 
that for some X E R, QT+ = A+. Condition (iv) insures that X # 0, and so we 
get rd_rG {cT+IcER”}. 
For the converse, let Qr be an n x m matrix whose columns form an 
orthonormal basis of S. Since S is a common invariant subspace of 
B ~““’ Bp-1, we get 
QcBiv = QTBiQIQTv, i=O,l,..., p-l, vES, (7.1) 
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and that the curve $ := QTJ, satisfies the functional equation_(l.l) for the 
m X m matrices Bi := QTBIQI. By construction the span of + is R’“, and 
therefore we can apply Theorem 7.2 (for n = m) and conclude there is an 
mXd matrix Qz of rank d and p (dXd) matrices Vi, i=O,l,...,p-1, 
such that 
and 
Q,‘&Q, = vi DJ- ‘, i=O,l ,...,p-1 (7.2) 
Q,‘Si = Q,“iQzQ,‘> i=O,l,..., p-l, (7.3) 
i=O,l ,...,p-1. (7.4) 
Setting Q = QIQz we see that (7.2) gives Equation (i), while Equation (ii) 
follows from (7.1) and (7.3). Since range Q c range Q1 c S, condition (iv) is 
obvious and thus the proof is complete. W 
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